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BEST APPROXIMATION IN CERTAIN DOUGLAS ALGEBRAS

RAHMAN YOUNIS

Abstract. The main result of this paper is that if/ G L°° and S is a weak peak set

for H°°, then the distance from/to the Douglas algebra {/ G Va: f\s G /r"*|s} is

attained.

1. Introduction. Let L°° denote the usual Lebesgue space of functions on the unit

circle. Let 77 °° denote the subalgebra of boundary values of bounded analytic

functions on \z\ < 1. Let 77°° + C denote the closed linear span of 77°° and C,

where C is the set of continuous complex-valued functions on \z\ = 1.

The authors of [3] prove the following theorem.

Theorem A. Iff G L°°, then dist(/, 7700 + C) = ||/ - g||œ/or some g in 77°° +

C.

In [14], D. Luecking proves the following theorem.

Theorem B. (77 °° + C)/77°° is an M-ideal in L^/H"3.

Theorem B implies Theorem A. The author of [14] asked whether in Theorem B,

77°° + C can be replaced by other subalgebras. Also, D. Sarason [15, p. 113] and

the authors of [3, p. 609] asked whether in Theorem A, 77 °° + C can be replaced

by an arbitrary Douglas algebra.

In this paper, we prove a theorem (Theorem 3.1) which answers the question

raised in [14], and its Corollary 3.2 gives a partial solution to the question raised in

[3] and [15]. Theorem 4.1 is related to the general L°° distance problem.

2. Preliminaries. We identify L°° with C(X), via the Gelfand transform, where X

is the maximal ideal space of L°°. Thus 77 °° can be considered as a function

algebra on X. No notational distinction will be made between/ in L°° viewed as a

function on the unit circle and its Gelfand transform / viewed as a continuous

function on X.

A subset S of X is called a peak set for 77 °° if there exists a function / in 77 °°

such that/ = 1 on S and |/| < 1 off S. We say that Tí is a weak peak set for 77°° if

E is the intersection of some collection of peak sets of 77". If S is a weak peak set

for 7700, then 77°°|s is closed in L°°|s [4, p. 104]. A subset E of X is called an

antisymmetric set for a closed subalgebra B (7700 c B c L°°) iff G 7¿;/is real on

E implies that / is constant on E. A maximal antisymmetric set for B is a closed
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antisymmetric set which is not contained properly in any closed antisymmetric set

for B. The reader is referred to [12] for many of the properties of Hx and L°° and

to [4] and [9] for additional properties of function algebras.

Definition. A subspace J of a Banach space Y is called an L-ideal if there is a

projection E of Y onto J such that ||.y|| = ||£y|| + \\y - Ey\\,y E Y. Such an £ is

called an L-projection.

A subspace K of a Banach space X is called an M-ideal if the annihila tor K1- is

an L-ideal of X* (see [1] for these concepts).

The following properties of an A/-ideal of X are needed in this paper.

Lemma C [1, Corollary 5.6]. If K is an M-ideal of X and if x E X, then there

exists m E K such that dist(x, K) = \\x — m\\.

Lemma D [13, Theorem 3]. If K is an M-ideal of X and if x EX, then the span of

Py(x) = Kifx E K, where PK(x) = {m E K: dist(x, K) = ||x - m||}.

3. The main results. Let S be a subset of X, the maximal ideal space of L°°,

which is a weak peak set for H00. Define H? = {/ G L00: f\s E H00^}. It is a

closed subalgebra of L°° which contains //°°.

Theorem 3.1. Hf/H™ is an M-ideal in Lx/Hx.

Corollary 3.2. /// G L°°, then dist(/, H¿°) = \\f - h\\M far some « in H?.

Proof of Corollary 3.2. Theorem 3.1 together with Lemma C imply that for

any / in L°°, there exists g in //5°° such that dist(/, H^) = dist(/ - g, #°°). Since

H°° is weak star closed in L°°, a compactness argument yields g0 in H°° such that

dist(/ - g, H">) = ||/ - g - g0\\x. Set « = g + g0; then dist(/, //») - ||/ - h\\x.

Corollary 3.3. If S =£ X and f E H£° then the best approximation « in Corollary

3.2 is not unique.

Indeed, iff E H™, then by Lemma D, n is never unique.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We identify L00 with C(X), (L00///00)* with

(H00^ = ipEC(X)*: ffdp = 0,f E H00]    and

(//»///«)x = { p E C(X)*: ffdp - 0,/ G //»).

To prove the theorem, we have to produce an L-projection E of (H°°y onto

Let p ± Hx. Define Ep = XsM» where \s denotes the characteristic function of

S. By [4, p. 106], XsM -L #°°- It is easy to see that H¡° = H°° + Js, where

Js = {/ G L00: fiS) = 0}. In order to show that XsP- -1- #s°°> it suffices to show

that xsM -L Js- But for / in Js, ffxs dp = 0. Thus Ep ± H?. Note that

E2p = E(xsP) = XÍM = XsM = ^M- Moreover, || u|| = ||XsM + (1 - Xs)mII - II^mII
+ ||u-£u||.

Finally, we have to show that E is onto. Let p J. Hf. Then p±H°° + p ± Js.

We claim that the support of p (= supp p) is contained in S. To see that, suppose
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there exists x G X\S such that x G supp p. Let Wbe a clopen set of X such that

x G W and W n S = 0. Now

¡Xwd\p\ = supj Jgrfu : g G L», 0 < |*| < x^

(See [11, p. 364].) Since Xw = 0 on S, we have g = 0 on S. Consequently,

M(W) = \xw d\p\ = 0. This contradiction shows that supp p lies in S. Hence

(1 _ Xs)M — 0. That is p = XsM- Thus E = XsM- = /*• This ent*s the proof of the

theorem.

4. The general distance problem. Let B be an arbitrary closed subalgebra of L°°

which contains 77 °°. If S is a maximal antisymmetric set for B then H°°\s = B\s

[2, p. 20]. Since S is a weak peak set for B, by [4, p. 104] B\s is closed in L°°|s.

Since 77°°|s is closed in Lx\s, this forces S to be a weak peak set for 77°° [9, p. 65].

Theorem 4.1. Let B be a closed subalgebra of L°° and f be in L°°. Then for every

maximal antisymmetric set S for B, there exists h in H™ such that dist(/, B) =

11/-AIL-

We need the following lemma.

Lemma E [7]. Let u G L°° and S be a weak peak set for 77 °°. Then dist(«, 77«) =

dist^M, 77°°), where dist^w, 77°°) = inf{||u - A||,: h G 77o0}.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Using [10, p. 419], there exists a maximal antisymmetric

set E of B such that dist(/, B) = dist(/|£, B\E). Thus

dist(/, B) = dist(/|£, B\E) = dist(/|£, 77°°|£) = dist£(/, 77").

Hence by Lemma E, we have dist(/, B) = dist(/, 77¿°).

Let 5 be an arbitrary maximal antisymmetric set for B. Then B c 77^° n HE c

77£°°. Since dist(/, B) = dist(/, 77¿°), we see that dist(/, B) = dist(/, 77s°° n 77¿°).

We claim that 77^° n H¡? = H™uE. Assume the claim for a moment; then

dist(/, H£°uE) = dist(/, B). By Theorem 3.1, there exists « G H¿°uE such that

diSt(f, B) = \\f - hW^.
Now to prove the claim we note that 77|° n 77^ contains H^'uE. To prove the

reverse, it suffices, according to the Chang-Marshall theorem [6], to prove that any

inner function which is invertible in 77£° n 77J° is also invertible in H™uE. Let b be

an inner function such that b\s G 7700|s and b\E G HXI\E. Then b(S) = a and

b(E) = c, where a and c are constant numbers such that |a| = 1 and |c| = 1. Let Q

be a finite Blaschke product such that Q(a) = ä and Q(c) = c (see [5], [16]). Then

(Ô ° b)\SuE = b\SuE. This shows that b G Hg°uE. This proves the claim, and

consequently this ends the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Remarks. (1) The proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that if Sx,..., SN are maximal

antisymmetric sets for B, then there exists h in (~\ ?„, 77^° such that dist(/, B) =

||/ - «II«,. The author does not know if h can be chosen to be in fl^ H™ = B,

where S runs over all maximal antisymmetric sets for 7¿.
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(2) Perhaps, one might think that Theorem 3.1 implies Theorem A. The answer is

no. In fact, there does not exist a weak peak set S for H°° such that H°° + C =

H™. To see that, assume that H°° + C = H* for some S. Let IT be a clopen set

in X which contains S. Then Xw e H s?- Thus \w e H °° + C. This is impossible

because the maximal ideal space of H°° + C is connected (see [8, Corollary 6.42]

and [12, p. 188]).
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